Merry Christmas Sport

In the spirit of the season, we want to make a few requests of big fans on behalf of a few deserving guys.

JOE BLACK: A private airplane (to add to his bus collection).

ROGER ALLEN: A basket of 150 home runs.

ROGER CARTEY: The secret of hitting .400.

REGGIE JACKSON: The secret of hitting .400.

BRIAN BAKER: All 90 days of baseball.

BILLY WILLIAMS: A chance to read Ron Carter's gift.

DON NEWSOME: Better luck this time (in his baseball future).

C. C. MUHAMMAD ALI: An Oscar Bonavena doll.


GALB BATES: A quick cut.

WILLIE McCovey: A cure for arthritis.

WILLIE Mays: The store to manage a major league club.

MAXIE MULLS: A major league club to manage.

ELETON HOWARD: More managerial publicity.

MUGGY GRANT: A hit record.

LENNY LEVIAN: A record kid.

WILLIE DAVIS: (baseball) - A set stances.

WAYNE DAVIS: (football) - A set of NBC broadcasts.

FLOYD LITTLE: A big year.

EMERSON ROOKE: A bottle of champagne.

JERRY LEVIAS: Houdini's biography.

B. S. SIMPSON: Luck on the football field.

LEW ALCINDOR: A championship game.

O. J. SIMPSON: Luck on the football field.

Oscar Bonavena doll.

C. C. MUHAMMAD ALI: An Oscar Bonavena doll.

ERNEST BANKS: 965 days of refusal to meet Johnson C. Smith.

C. C. MUHAMMAD ALI: An Oscar Bonavena doll.


C. C. MUHAMMAD ALI: An Oscar Bonavena doll.

JOHN WALTERS: A leave from the Los Angeles Rams.

O. J. SIMPSON: Lock on the football field.

GINNY LEVIAN: A biography.

ELGIN BAYLEY: Medical assurances that he'll be able to play baseball without his kids in the back yard.

BOB COUSY: A puzzled frown.

BOB HAYES: A satisfactory contract.

EMMETT ASHFORD: A thousand smiles.

JOHNNY SAMPLE: Lunch with Pete Rozelle.

BOB COUSY: A puzzled frown.

THE REESE: At the Chicago tourney. It's the Reese's Cup Challenge.

HARRY STONE: A drop of Los Angeles Rams.

BOB HAYES: A satisfactory contract.

EMMETT ASHFORD: A thousand smiles.

JOHNNY SAMPLE: Lunch with Pete Rozelle.

CADE ROBERTSON: The first laugh on Bob Cozy.

BILLY RUSSELL: A chance to teach his Laugh to the country.

J. B. HOOPER: A job in South Africa.

JOEY PERRONE: A chance to teach his laugh to the country.

LEBON KELLY: Some of Gale Sayers' quick cuts.

ALEX JOHNSON: A smile for the press. And a great game.

WALTER FRAZIER: Full recognition.

BOB BATEY: A satisfactory contract.

BOB RAY: A satisfactory contract.

JOHN KOBY: A smile for the press. And a great game.

JOHNNY SAMPLE: Lunch with Pete Rozelle.

PETER ROBB: A lunch with Johnny Sample.

ENNISHER ASHFORD: A thousand smiles.

CURT FLOOD: Peace.

REVIEW OF THE YEAR - By Alan Maver

Morgan escapes punishment in tiff over refusing to meet J.C. Smith

As a result of the conference council's decision, Morgan State Senator Johnson C. Smith refused to meet the Southern Division championship no. 1 in the South before meeting here.

Golden bat. * * * WCO CARTY: The secret of hitting .400.

Oscar Bonavena doll.

LESTON HOWARD: More managerial publicity.

AL CARR: A bottle of champagne.

JERRY LEVIAS: Houdini's biography.

B. S. SIMPSON: Luck on the football field.

LEW ALCINDOR: A championship game.

O. J. SIMPSON: Luck on the football field.

Oscar Bonavena doll.

C. C. MUHAMMAD ALI: An Oscar Bonavena doll.


C. C. MUHAMMAD ALI: An Oscar Bonavena doll.

JOHN WALTERS: A leave from the Los Angeles Rams.

O. J. SIMPSON: Lock on the football field.

GINNY LEVIAN: A biography.

ELGIN BAYLEY: Medical assurances that he'll be able to play baseball without his kids in the back yard.

BOB COUSY: A puzzled frown.

BOB HAYES: A satisfactory contract.

EMMETT ASHFORD: A thousand smiles.

JOHNNY SAMPLE: Lunch with Pete Rozelle.

CADE ROBERTSON: The first laugh on Bob Cozy.

BILLY RUSSELL: A chance to teach his Laugh to the country.

J. B. HOOPER: A job in South Africa.

JOEY PERRONE: A chance to teach his laugh to the country.

LEBON KELLY: Some of Gale Sayers' quick cuts.

ALEX JOHNSON: A smile for the press. And a great game.

WALTER FRAZIER: Full recognition.

BOB BATEY: A satisfactory contract.

BOB RAY: A satisfactory contract.

BOB RAY: A satisfactory contract.

JOHN KOBY: A smile for the press. And a great game.

JOHNNY SAMPLE: Lunch with Pete Rozelle.

PETER ROBB: A lunch with Johnny Sample.

ENNISHER ASHFORD: A thousand smiles.

CURT FLOOD: Peace.
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